
 Item Number

521-210

Made in USA

521-210

L-Bracket
521-210

SPECIFICATION
Sioux Chief L-Bracket accessory for ZipStick™ or HangsTuff™ DWV extension hangers 
when necessary to extend length of hanger  using 3/8" threaded rod or when necessary 
to secure extension hanger directly to a hard surface such as concrete or wood ceiling, 
joists or studs.

INSTALLATION 
Long side of L-bracket should be attached to stem of ZipStick™ or HangsTuff™ extension 
hanger.  Secure short side of L-bracket to joist, ceiling or threaded rod.

When attaching to concrete ceiling, use lead anchor sized for 3/8" threaded rod.  Sammy 
screws for concrete or cast in place deck anchors are also acceptable methods for 
securing L-bracket to 3/8" threaded rod.  Cut 3/8" threaded rod (not provided) to desired 
length then secure L-bracket with two washers and two hex nuts (not provided), placing 
bracket between washers and nuts. 
When attaching L-bracket to wood joists, use #8 or #10 x 3/4" (length) screws.  
Minimum penetration into wood is 3/4".  Once L-bracket is attached to structure, attach 
ZipStick™ or HangsTuff™ to the stem of the extension hanger with two screws (provided).

MATERIALS
L-bracket: 14-gauge, stainless steel
Screw:  #8 X 1" Phillips pan-head, zinc- plated

SAFE WORKING LOAD 
80 lbs
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DIMENSIONS 
A: Overall length 2.50 
B: Overall height 1.25
C: Overall width 0.75
D: Hole spacing 1  .625 
E: Hole diameter 1  0.38 
F: Hole spacing 2  0.50 
G: Hole diameter 2  0.20
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SPECIFICATION
Sioux Chief L-Bracket accessory for ZipStick™ or HangsTuff™ DWV extension hangers 
when necessary to extend length of hanger  using 3/8" threaded rod or when necessary 
to secure extension hanger directly to a hard surface such as concrete or wood ceiling, 
joists or studs.


INSTALLATION 
Attach "foot" of L-bracket to overhead joist or ceiling before securing bracket to ZipStick™ 
or HangsTuff ™ extension hangers.


When attaching to concrete ceiling, use lead anchor sized for 3/8" threaded rod.  Sammy 
screws for concrete or cast in place deck anchors are also acceptable methods for 
securing L-bracket to 3/8" threaded rod.  Cut 3/8" threaded rod (not provided) to desired 
length then secure L-bracket with two washers and two hex nuts (not provided), placing 
bracket between washers and nuts. 


When attaching L-bracket to wood joists, use #8 or #10 x 3/4" (length) screws.  Minimum 
penetration into wood is 3/4".   


Once L-bracket is attached to structure, attach ZipStick™ or HangsTuff™ to the stem of 
the extension hanger with two screws (provided).   


MATERIALS
L-bracket: 14-gauge, stainless steel
Screw:  #8 X 1" Phillips pan-head, zinc- plated


SAFE WORKING LOADS 
80 lbs
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Long side of L-bracket should be attached to stem of ZipStick(TM) or HangsTuff(TM) extension hanger.  Secure short side of L-bracket to joist, ceiling or threaded rod.
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From: Flanagan, Carol L.
To: Redmond, Brandon M.
Cc: _Call Center; Bennett, Kirsten J.
Subject: ZipStick Inquiry - Overhead Application (Product Knowledge/Information)
Date: Friday, October 28, 2016 11:27:19 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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I changed the subject line of this email reply from yesterday’s inquiry and notes have been entered
into Goldmine on the GM record for Icon Construction.  I am sending samples to Todd Logan today.
 
Brandon, I called the guy from Oklahoma back.
 
I’ve looped the Call Center team in, just in case a similar inquiry is made on this type of application in
the future.
 
Please make notes on pages 441 and  443 if the SC Catalog with regards to the 521-210.    
 
The 521-210 is an L- bracket that is an accessory for either ZipStick or HangsTuff, allowing installers
to attach the L-bracket directly to the stem of the ZS or HT hangers to either extend the length using
threaded rod OR attach directly to a hard surface, in the event attaching the hangers through the
side of the stem isn’t going to work.  
 
The L-bracket does appear on the spec sheet for ZipStick.
 
Kirsten:  Let’s create a separate spec sheet for just the 521-210 itself and add it to the network and
website
 
 
An excerpt of what is entered in GM is below:



Todd explained that they normally use the ZipStick by attaching it to the SIDE of a the joist to suspend
their DWV or PEX bundles.   Todd's company is on a job where they have a "hard ceiling" that is above
the joists and he is needing a way suspend the ZipStick from the hard ceiling directly.



I guided him to the website to go over the spec sheet on the ZipStick which shows the 521-210
bracket and then spoke to Todd about how to use the bracket with the ZipStick.
 
If anyone has questions, please let me know.
 
Thank you,
Carol



From: Redmond, Brandon M. 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2016 3:58 PM
To: Flanagan, Carol L.
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Subject: Todd (580)-931-3806 zip stick question
 
 
 
 



Brandon Redmond 
Customer Service Representative 
Brandon.Redmond@SiouxChief.com 
tel: 800-821-3944 x368 
fax: 816-758-5950



Sioux Chief Manufacturing 24110 S Peculiar Dr · Peculiar, Mo 64078
www.siouxchief.com
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